We show that all PL manifolds of dimension ≥ 3 have spines similar to Bing's house with two rooms. Beyond this we explore approximation rigidity and an h-principle.
INTRODUCTION
Let M n be a PL manifold of dimension n with nonempty boundary ∂ M. We say that a subset S ⊂ M is a spine if there is a PL compatible triangulation ∆ of M and a sequence of elementary collapses c 1 , . . ., c k , the composition c of which is a collapse from M to a subcomplex S of dimension less than n. Then M has the structure of a mapping cylinder given by c ∂ M : ∂ M → S. Usually the map c ∂ M is not immersive (e.g. when M is a closed ball and S is a point), so information about ∂ M might vanish the moment we get to S. For this reason we would like introduce the notion of a Bing spine.
Bing spine. A spine is called a Bing spine if the compound collapse c restricts to a PL immersion c ∂ M : ∂ M → S. The basic example of a Bing spine is Bing's house with two rooms, which is a Bing spine for the 3-ball B 3 . One way to arrive at the above picture is to take a solid 3-ball M = B 3 and press it in with two hands, one from the top and the other from the bottom, and then make each hand grab the wrist of the other before "inflating" both hands until the deformed ball becomes the 2-complex S in Figure  1 . It should be clear from this process that S is a Bing spine of M.
Another example of a Bing spine is the last picture in Figure 3 , which illustrates how the process described above is carried out with six hands to give a Bing spine of the solid torus.
The main result of this paper is to show that Bing spines are rather common. We will use the Hausdorff topology on subsets of M to measure the "distance" between various spines.
Theorem 1 (Approximation Theorem). For n ≥ 3, Bing spines are dense in the space of spines.
Relative Version. Let M n , n > 3, be a PL manifold with A ⊂ ∂ M a compact codimension 0 submanifold of ∂ M. Suppose BS n−2 in a Bing spine for A, then any spine S for M which meets A in BS n−2 can be approximated by a relative Bing spine BS n−1 ; A ∩ BS n−1 = BS n−2 and BS n−1 is parameterized by an immersion ∂ M \ A BS n−1 .
An h-principle would say that for suitable topologies the space S of spines deformation retracts to the space BS of Bing spines. We prove a concordance based, semi-simplicial, h-principle of the form below, stated in detail in Section 3.2.
Theorem 2 (Rough statement). Assume (M n , ∂ M), n ≥ 3 and ∂ M = ∅, then in the concordancebased, semi-simplicial setting, for any k-parameter family F of PL collapses c f :
Actually both theorems depend on h-principle thinking. Just as the Ur h-theorem, the Whitney-Gorestein Theorem [1] introduces a basic local model to "soften" immersions of a circle into the plane:
FIGURE 2
we introduce a basic local model BS n,ε (one for each dimension n and each ε > 0) to make PL immersions sufficiently flexible that the immersive property survives each elementary collapse c i . The model is a family of Bing spines BS for S n−2 × D 2 which admit a PL immersion c n,ε : S n−2 × S 1 → BS n,ε within ε of the projection S n−2 × S 1 → S n−2 , ε > 0, n ≥ 3. The c n,ε (as is always the case with a composition of elementary collapses) defines a mapping cylinder structure (MC) on the total space, S n−2 × D 2 , with source S n−2 × S 1 and target BS n,ε . These models will be inserted around the boundary of a free face to modify the current immersion before that face is collapsed. We call these local models "Bing ruffs" to evoke the neck-ware popular among Elizabethan royalty. This modification allows the current immersion to survive the next collapse, as we will see in the proof of Theorem 1 in the next section.
Rigidity/Flexibility of Bing spines. Subjects that are entirely governed by an h-principle (e.g. the theory of immersions with positive codimension) are less interesting than those (e.g. symplectic geometry) which have both rigid and flexible aspects. Thus we note with interest that Bing spines exhibit both rigid and flexible behaviors.
We say two Bing spines are regularly homotopic if there is a PL regular homotopy h t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, of ∂ M so that for all t, h t (∂ M) is a spine of M. Recall that a regular homotopy is a locally 1-1 PL
Regular homotopy is quite a strong equivalence relation.
We will explain in Section 3.1 how a Bing spine obtained by "pushing in with k hands", for k > 0, is regularly homotopic to one obtained by "pushing in with (k + 1) hands". In contrast, we will also give examples of Bing spines that are not regularly homotopic, in particular, the obvious spine of S 2 × I is not regularly homotopic to any other Bing spines. This exhibits a rigid aspect of Bing spines.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Building local models in all dimensions n ≥ 3. Figure 3 (bottom) shows (partial collapse towards) the local model BS n,ε when n = 3 and for ε ≈ 2πl 6 , l a length scale, and 6 being the "number of hands" in Figure 3 . Clearly, by increasing this number and decreasing diam (D 2 -factor) the ε-approximation condition (above) will be achieved. Now we must construct the local model on S 2 × D 2 , i.e. the case n = 4. For a first approximation, consider the suspension of Figure 3 , i.e. the radius of S n−2 in Figure 3 (the S 1 lying in R 2 ) grows from zero to l and back to zero. As it stands the model has non-immersive behavior at the two suspension points, where it locally has the structure of a cone. These bad cone points can be resolved locally using a concrete choice for a Bing spine for the 4-ball (an example of which is the model shown in Figure 3 of [2] ). In detail, this is done by marking a small solid torus T within a chart in S 3 on which the immersion to BS ⊂ B 4 restricts to an embedding. Then in T draw the mirror image of Figure 3 above and glue the model in to replace the cone point.
In a similar manner we may construct our local model on S n−2 × D 2 from S n−3 × D 2 , first by suspending and then resolving the non-immersed suspension points by the local models of (n − 1)dimensional Bing houses given in [2] . This completes the first step in the proof of Theorem 1; the local models in S n−2 × D 2 are now in hand.
Using local models to deal with problematic collapses. Now consider a collapse c i in the sequence c 1 , . . . , c k . If the free face f i for c i has less than maximal dimensions, n − 1, then it will merely be partially collapsed, a concept explained below. If, on the other hand, the free face for c i has dim = n − 1, one asks: "will the collapse c i destroy immersiveness of ∂ M?" If "no," proceed, if "yes," precede the collapse by stabilizing f i along ∂ ( f i ) with the local model of dimension n and some small ε > 0 constructed above.
In detail, this requires refining the simplex about to be collapsed and building the local model from among these subsimplices and the collapsing the remaining subsimplices. This is illustrated below in Figure 4 -the drawing being made in 2D for clarity but below the dimension where we can actually construct a local model.
The bad collapse c 2 (arrow b) is avoided by covering the latin sequence a, b, c, . . . with the greek sequence α, β , γ, δ , . . .. Figure 4 , a collapse of a simplex of dimension < n (i.e. a free face of dimension less than (n − 1)) is done only partially leaving a remnant of small simplices which eventually become part of the symmetric difference between the original spine S and the approximating Bing spine.
As indicated by arrow (δ ) in
"Covering" the collapse sequence c 1 , . . . , c k as shown in Figure 4 whenever a non-immersive ("bad") collapses is about to occur constitutes an algorithm for producing the approximation claimed in Theorem 1. The key point is that by allowing the immersion of ∂ M to wrap around the local model instead of sharply folding (arrow (b)) the immersive property will be maintained during the covered collapse sequence. Also by picking ε sufficiently small, and making the "partial collapses" close to their corresponding (full) collapses, the ε-approximation condition will be fulfilled.
RIGIDITY VERSUS WEAK h-PRINCIPLE
In this section we make some initial observations on the dichotomy, with the space of Bing Observation. Examples a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . are all regularly homotopic, as are examples b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , . . . . However, while c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . are also regularly homotopic, we show below that c 0 is not regularly homotopic to c i for any i ≥ 1.
The regular homotopies above are quite similar, they involve finding an appropriate handle slide of "double point disks." In Figure 6 we show the regular homotopy from c 2 to c 1 .
Observe that regular homotopy does not permit the collapsing of either disks x or y in the last panel of Figure 6 (collapsing either x or y produces a non-immersed point at x ∩ y in one of the two sheets covering that point.) However, collapsing z has no such effect; it joins two previously separated sheets at points a and b, rather than joining a sheet to itself, thereby creating a singularity.
We conclude this short survey of examples with an example of rigidity among Bing spines: c 0 is not regularly homotopic to c i , i ≤ 1. Moreover, c 0 is completely rigid in the following sense.
, is not an immersion near a as those pairs (a i , b i ) which lie in S 2 × p are, for each i, mapped together: Γ is not locally injective near a. In fact, we conjecture that any Bing spine of Σ 2 × I that can be smoothly parametrized by an immersion of Σ 2 must be an embedded Σ 2 . In this direction we prove: 1] , where Σ is a closed surface. If B ⊂ M is a Bing spine parametrized by a smooth generic immersion f : Σ → M, then f is an embedding.
Proof. Since f is generic, it has only standard double curve and triple point singularities. Let T be the number of triple points.
If T = 0, then f must also be without double curves since each double curve introduces a new free generator into the fundamental group of the image of f . Let B be the image of f . Then π 1 (Σ) ∼ = π 1 (B) ∼ = π 1 (Σ) * F #double curves , so the number of double curves must be 0 and f is an embedding.
So suppose that T > 0. We may easily compute the Euler characteristic χ(B) as
showing T = 0. The correction (2T − 1 2 · 2 · 3T ) above is accounted for as follows. Each triple point means the loss of two 0-cells in the image B of f . The pre-image graph of multiple points is 4-valent so contains twice as many edges as vertices. It contains 3T vertices, so it contains 2 · 3T edges, and half of this total is missing from the cell structure of B.
Similarly, one can show that if M is a twisted I-bundle, then any Bing spine which is the image of a generic smooth immersion is actually an embedded surface.
We strongly conjecture that Proposition 2 holds without the genericity hypothesis, but were unable to find a proof. To appreciate the difficulty note that any closed planar set can be the intersection of two sheets of a smooth immersion. It appears that a proof in complete generality would be a very nice exercise in planar topology which is certainly outside the scope of this paper, but a good problem for the interested reader. S S (M) is similarly defined except that it is based on sliced concordance of spines rather than mere concordance as above. Thus a k-simplex of S S (M) is a spine S k for M × ∆ k , so that for all p ∈ ∆ k , (S k ∩ π −1 2 (p)) is a spine for M, where π 2 : M × ∆ k → ∆ k is projection to the second factor. B(M) and B S (M) are defined exactly parallel to S(M) and S S (M) but where all spines are now required to be Bing spines.
Since the cone of any subcomplex of S(M) maps into S(M) it is weakly contractible. If dim(M) ≥ 3, the same is true for B(M) by the approximation theorem in its relative form: if M × ∆ k has a spine S which is a BS when restricted to M × ∂ D n , then S may be approximated rel M × ∂ ∆ by a BS of M × ∆ k , the Hausdorff topology.
A full h-principle would say that B S is a strong deformation retraction of S S . We cannot prove this, but do obtain: Remark 3. The last condition means for any simplex δ ∈ S(M), d Hausdorff (δ , φ (δ )) < ε, where this is the Hausdorff distance between the spines δ and φ (δ ) as closed subset of M × ∆ k .
Proof. The construction of φ consists of specifying for every S i a spine of M × ∆ i and every ε > 0, an ε-approximating BS i . Given the collapse sequence M ց S, the proof of (the approximation) Theorem 1 in its relative form provides such an approximating BS i . To recall, the trick from the proof of Theorem 1 is to install a "Bing-ruff", or the appropriate local model, around any problematic collapse. It is not necessary to have a canonical choice for BS i , for each simplex ∆ i we may just choose some BS i . The map φ can be specified to be the identity on B(M); if a spine is already a Bing spine do not modify it. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
